Inventory
Get real-time visibility into your inventory by product, region, site, type, and ownership. Proactively manage
stock and adapt to changes in demand, based on what’s on-hand and in-transit to your distribution centers
or warehouses. Quickly respond to global events, disruptions, and trends by collaborating across your
enterprise and ecosystem, to keep your supply chain moving and minimize stock-outs.

“

Utilizing Elementum is a game-changer for our operations and performance.

”

– Gerry Smith, Office Depot
Chief Executive Officer

Find. Things. Faster.
Get real-time visibility into your inventory by product, region, location, and material type, so you can
adapt to global disruptions and keep your supply chain moving. Quickly respond to global events
and trends with Incident Management. Collaborate across your enterprise to find your inventory and
secure stock based on what’s on-hand and in-transit to your distribution centers or warehouses.
Elementum’s low-touch integration layer easily connects your data with added contextualization from
the Elementum Product Graph™.

Make. Things. Better.™

Get Ahead of Your Stock.
With Inventory, you gain real-time visibility of your inventory by product, region, material type, and
location. Your inventory data can include the in-transit shipment information, making it easy for you
to quickly respond to changing conditions, avoiding stock-outs and reducing overstocks.
• Minimize excess and obsolete inventory while meeting demand spikes with real-time
visibility of inventory across vendors, suppliers, and partners
• Real-time view of inventory in-transit to your sites enables immediate contextualization of
your inventory in motion and on-hand

Get Collaborative.
When problems arise, unlock the power of collaboration by working with colleagues and inventory
partners to drive issues to resolution. With Incident Management, you can respond faster to global
events by collaborating across your enterprise and ecosystem, to track down your inventory. Stay
actionable based on what’s on-hand and in-transit to your distribution center or warehouse.
• Enable proactive inventory disruption management via alerts for potential shipment delays
and external events impacting your sites
• Set up personalized alerts on inventory and locations you care about, so you can swiftly
take action and fix issues before customers are impacted

Get Personal.
Inventory easily adapts to your business by incorporating enterprise-specific product hierarchy,
inventory types, and regional distribution, to give you a personalized view of your supply chain. You
can set up and save inventory filters for easy access to view inventory profiles you care about.
• Quickly get straight to the inventory you care about by setting up and saving your
personalized inventory filters
• Anticipate inventory issues on inbound shipment delays by enabling notifications on
saved shipment filters

About Elementum:
Elementum is the SCM company behind the world’s supply chain orchestration platform. In today’s
world, instant gratification trumps brand loyalty. To survive, brands must connect across their extended
ecosystem so they can operate in real-time and deliver at the speed of customer demand. By digitally
mapping the $25T product economy, Elementum’s platform sheds light on the flow of goods around
the world, and facilitates cross-ecosystem execution to ensure that products are available at the right
time, place, quantity, and cost.

For More Info Visit:

www.elementum.com

